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Notes 

When krsna descends in this material world, krsna empowers to be his 
representatives. Ami toh kangala pache pache….when lcm began harinam sankirtan 
in jaganath puri. When lcm began harinaam he allowed everyone to participate. And 
seeing this kirtan nityanand pr predicted that this harinam sankirtan will spread all 
over the planet. Senapati bhakta SP he appeared and in 1965 set out west and 1966 
he estd ISKCON in NY, and so many intimate associates started connecting with SP 
and one amongst is BCSM who joined him In a very short period of time SP given 
him many responsibilities and his personal service. BCSM is so fortunate who served 
him directly  a senapati bhakta SP of LCM in his last moments in vrindavana dhama. 
And he is preaparing his next pastimes to go B2G. 

Not only empowered him to preach kc all over world but also gives responsibilities 
to write translation of SB and CC in bengali.  SP was awake to write this commentary 
for us and that particular service of SB and Cc has given to BCSM. 

BCSM when he was in global preaching that he estd kc in so many kc to the whole 
world. In that period , saintly person is well known all over the world but not to 
many across the world read or heard of SP. So therefore, BCSM he spent a few years 
contemplating ideas and planning and took responsiblity executing SP series. 
Millions of people awared by this contribution, Because vaishnavas lives is extremely 
purifying and transforming and anyone listens this pastimes than they go through 
lives transformation experiences.  And so we find that BCSM's dedicated preaching 
in iskcon is he has total shelter and faith of SP and his instruction.

Amongst his instruction BCSM often repeated SP instruction that - if we want to 
please SP than you must show that love how you co-operate. BCSM another 
emphasized is unity in diversity. And than GBC is ultimate mangerial - BCSM is a 
collective management he focusses on trying to imbibed the spirit that SP inculcated 
and trying to respect the will and desire to putting faith in the body of GBC.

BCSM points out and he said that all the potency for us to lead within a spiritual 
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BCSM points out and he said that all the potency for us to lead within a spiritual 
society comes by pleasing our predecessors acaryas.

This really touching because we must understand that what SP given us and its deep 
gratitude toward to all the leaders of iskcon who leads us through various kinds of 
ups and downs in difficult conditions. Many times without trying to understand 
sometimes in our level we judged them without appreciating amazing setups which 
has given by SP.

BCSM said - result of gaudiya math has been seen when they estd acharyas and 
when that acharya has difficulty and because of that faith of entire gaudiya math 
has shaken and very soon everything collapased. Wherease iskcon we have so many 
challenges amongst decades but because we always have collective management as 
GBC so inspite of so many challenges we could sustained preaching movement but 
we could actually expand ISKCON over the last 30 years. 

BCSM is prominent siksha guru in appreciation SP and His mood and what SP's 
intention are with respective in establishing leadership in iskcon. BCSM is the 
trustees of gbc college. BCSM spends max session in gbc college batch to 

Thus BCSM has deep faith he has in in his process of training a future leader of 
iskcon and prominent leaders and GBC members they make special efforts to come 
and teach and give priority to teach to make upcoming leaders. This creates 
tremondous faith in institution, hearts, and prominent leaders of iskcon must invest 
their precious energy and time in training next generation of leaders and sharing 
experiences with the leaders. We must express gratitude to maharaja for investing 
genuine energy care and attention for investing care in iskcon.

BCSM has so much faith to take this iskcon further

When ISKCON is represents in kumbhamela  but when they comes to iskcon camps 
then we must be instrumental in making SP and His name proud by representing 
which transforms their hearts.  We must present sanatana dharma in our camps 
whoever comes here they will feel they not getting anywhere in other tents.

Thank you very much 
Hare Krishna
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